
Wellbeing and Extreme Events  
Flood-risk and its effect in a valley dominated by floods 

 

 
Fig 1:  Severn-Vyrnwy confluence Jan13 2007 event c.25% risk (author’s est) 

 

The confluence of the Rivers Vyrnwy and Severn 20 km West of Shrewsbury demands 
management of some of the highest fluvial floods in the UK. Both rivers can exceed 700 cumecs, 
and their peak flows can coincide. In addition, the discharge is quasi-tidal being throttled 

significantly by the Shrawardine Gorge upstream of the Montford Guage. People and property in 
the area are defended in respect of physical safety by a precise system of  mutually dependent 

argaes (levees) developed over some two hundred years. However as defences have been 
managed, so the risks and stress have become more dramatic: in addition, intensive use of the 
valley and its watercourses has polluted floods, thereby increasing health risk from diffuse 

highway, industrial and agricultural sources. As yet, little attempt has been made to filter or 
attenuate out-of-channel flows, although there is an increasing awareness of the legislative rigour 
of the Water Framework Directive in government RBMP & CFMP’s [Env. Agency Babtie Scoping 2002 & Making 
Space for Water Defra 2005, etc]. 

 
Box 1 

Site Description  
 

Within the argae system, there are four low-
lying ‘basins’:-  Trewern (pale-blue), Pool 
Quay (blue), Llandrinio (red) and Criggion 
(green). Except in the vicinity of a (now 
disused) military communications site, all 
defences are designed to overspill. Duration 
of overspill is not controlled. A disused 
railway embankment (North/South, marked 
black) has a significant hydraulic influence 
on out-of-channel flows. Downstream (east) 
of the confluence, the Melverley/Loton 
washlands are not comprehensively 
defended. 
 
Pragmatic development of the argaes since 
1795 has achieved effective control of main 
river peaks below 65.5 aod (in the south) at 
a shallow grade of (approximately) 1000:1. 
Within the basins, some ancient centrally 
situated homes have vulnerable doorstep 
levels c.61 aod. The insurance industry 
effectively proscribes c. 1.5% risk to modern 
standards of defence.   

 

 

 

 
 

The Basins of the Severn-Vyrnwy Confluence  
 

[Map courtesy OS Edina service] 



Gauging stations are remote and omit the significant Camlad, Rhiew, Trewern and Morda sub-

catchments. Historical records exist for Shrewsbury floods from the thirteenth century, but 
extrapolation to the confluence is difficult due to dramatically different concentration times of the 
Welsh hills. Flood-flow and flood-defence records for the area are sketchy and the majority of 
documentation is not yet in the public arena. Politically the confluence is the responsibility of WAG; 
locally it is managed by the public/private statutory Powysland Internal Drainage board under the EA as 

‘lead-operating-authority’. Fear of inundation is well founded: in 1960, approaching 5000 animals 
perished in a catastrophic flood. 

 
Box 2 

 
 

  

Red House Farm, Pool Quay 
(Sun 13th Dec 1960) 

 

One week after the disastrous flood.  
Mr DW Hudson lost 94 cattle, 80 sheep, 24 

pigs and 400 head of poultry. 
 

 “I was n the Somme in the first world war 
but this was the worst night I have ever 

experienced”, said Mr Hudson recalling the 
terrible night of Dec 3-4. Throughout that 
night, the cries of his drowning animals 

never ceased 
 

[Picture and caption courtesy County Times Archive] 

 

Data Sources 
 

Presentation & argument of public affairs relies on data established in the public domain (a 
dynamic source continually expanding through education, technology and political influence).  If 
data is not in the public arena, debate of risk lacks credibility.  Sources currently available are 

 
Box 3 

 1. RMED Abermule (Severn Catchment x 570km2 upstream by +25km & by +25m aod)  

o 1960 – 1994: 34 year AM series from 98 to 617 cumecs 
2. RMED Llanymynech (Vyrnwy catchment x 790km2) 

o 1971 – 1993: 22 year AM series from 155 to 540 cumecs 
3. RMED Montford (Severn & Vyrnwy 2000km2 combined catchment) 

o 1952 – 1994: 42 year AM series from 207 to 470 cumecs 

4. Environment Agency (EA) Hydrometric data at Pool Quay guage  G 
o 1984 – 2006 22 year peaks from 64.3 to 65.7 (bank level = 64.0) 

5. Comparative UK catchment parameters  
o RMED and DDF FEH catchment-descriptors (CD’s) for pooling 

6. Allegoric historic Shrewsbury archive [CBHE record (sort courtesy GA – Bewdley)] 
o 1258 – 1960 analysed CBHE list of some 55 events. Referring also to EA 

published hierarchical data of recent Welsh Bridge peaks, it is estimated that 
some 40 prior events exceeded the flood of 29 Oct 1998.  Extracting 25% [PIDB 
est by pers comm] Vyrnwy dominant events,  indicates that 65.7 (ie Oct 98 stage) 
has been approximately a 1:30 year (Q30) event for Pool Quay. (For reference 
later in respect of well-being, 65.7 at Pool Quay Guage is c.50mm below historic 
Rhydesgyn overspill). For visual assessment, a view was taken of historical flows 

and a value assigned +/- 50 cumecs (See Table 2). 
7. Contemporary survey (PIDB 2005-2008) 

o The flow through the ‘pour-point’ C against the Pool Quay embankment (marked 
‘Offa’) is the sum of channels A & B which are known. Thus the Guage levels at G 

were converted from stage (m) to flow Q (cumecs) by the formulae 
Q(c)=(guage-58.7)*30*0.9+(guage-63.7)*240*0.35+(guage-64)*240*0.3 

&, by regression, Q(rhyd) = 0.73*Q(aberm) + 207 

 

 



 

Within the scope of a short report, attention is focused on the inundation frequency of the Pool 
Quay south-eastern defence (Tirymynach-Rhydesgyn, adjacent to the ‘pour-point’ C in Fig ) which 
presents a 3.5 km overspill weir to the main (Severn) river in flood.  In broad terms, the defended 

community within the basin will be unaffected if the return period of c. 4.5 million cubic metres 
overspill is limited to 75 years [Pers comm PIDB]. Therefore the statistics of the upstream (flow & level 

time-series) are examined against historical data to test the hypothesis that 65.7 (at G) is a c. 
1:30 (3%-Q30) risk. To establish site-data from available recent records, a spreadsheet was built 
to obtain a  flow series from post 1960 records. 
 
Box 4 

S   N 
 

South-North long section through Pool Quay Basin.  
 

Dark blue overspill storage can accommodate 4-5 million cubic metres before significant loss. Pale blue 
represents feasible, transient, SuDS storage (albeit not yet under consideration). 

 
 

Data Development  
 

A Time Series Dataset for the Severn at Rhydesgyn (marked C in Fig 2) 
 

 
Box 5 

Spreadsheet Conversion 
 

EA (annual max) guage levels at guage G 
were converted [ref 7 above] into flow 
(cumecs), and compared to annual 
maxima at Abermule for the documented 
period 1984 to 1994 (during which 
records overlapped). The series was then 
filled by extrapolation to give a complete 

data-set of the flow at ‘pour-point’  C in 
cumecs from 1960 to 2006. This 46 year 
set of annual maxima was prepared for 
export and analysis both as a single site 

and within a pool of analogue sites (to 
increase the effective time-length of the 
sample). The max, min, mean & median 

of the above calculated set (for channel 

C) were 673, 223, 380 & 370 cumecs 

respectively.  (see appendix) 
 

 

 
Fig 2 

Pool Quay : detailed known survey areas A & B in relation to Guage G and subject site C 
[Map Courtesy OS Edina Service] 

 
In particular, the (3-4% ‘historic-risk’) flood of October 1998 (29th highest in 200+ years on record 
in Shrewsbury and gauged 65.7 aod at Pool Quay) converted by regression to a flow of 460 

cumecs at Rhydesgyn C.  



 

Flood Frequency Analysis 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3  Abermule (gauged)  Fig 4 Abermule within (unguaged) 

Rhydesgyn 
 Fig 5 Rhydesgyn and Abermule 

within gauged Montford 

 
 

The dataset derived by (above) regression analysis of Pool Quay and Abermule data is particular, 
but short and narrow. Software tools are available to introduce ‘analogue’ catchments to a 
subject site – in particular WINFAP - which supports and automates FEH procedures [Robson & Reed, 
1999]. 
 

 Therefore to assess risk at C, a new ‘unguaged-site’ was created in WINFAP at Grid-ref 3278 

3149. The catchment pouring to this location was painted by FEHCDROM1999 (Fig4 above). At 
980 km2 it includes Abermule’s 570km2 (from which some data was derived). Catchment 
Descriptors were exported to WINFAP for single-site and pooled analyses. Flood Frequency 
Curves in Figs 7, 9 & 11 were constructed.  
 

A tenuous 46-year dataset is unlikely to be credible beyond 5-10% risk, and so WINFAP was 
invited to report on both 40 year RP (for a statistical view of the ‘historical-augment’ data), and 
then 80 year RP (for its association with hypothetical  ‘wellbeing’). In each case, if uncensored by 

WINFAP, catchments 54005 (Severn at Montford), 54028 (Vyrnwy at Llanymynech) and 54014 
(Severn at Abermule) were included in the comfort zone of ‘extra’ years.  
 

Both L & GL curves were processed with FEH technique for L-moment ratios, and the L-value 
was carried forward for argument. FEH notes “when selecting a distribution, choose one with less 
parameters if a reasonable fit can be achieved”.  Q-med (370 cumecs) of the source 46 year dataset 

was defined, and the FF curves constructed from which the fittings in Table 1 were extracted 
 
(It is acknowledged that, for assessing risk to any proposed new development, the more 
conservative GL-value could be more appropriate) 
 

 

Length Q-Med  Data Quality Q (Cumecs) Notes FF Analysis 
Rhydysgyn Years cumec RP L-CV/L SD  L-CV G Z-Fit RP15 RP40 RP 80   

Historic 800 370      460  Estimated cumecs 
Single Site 46      491 534 564 Derived cumecs 
Pool 1 750 370 40 Homo Hetero -1.5 536 601 646 550yr pool rejected! 
Pool  2 900 370 80 Homo Hetero -0.06 538 600 648  

 
Table 1 RP15, RP40 & RP80 values returned by GL-LMOM 

 
 

 



Single-Site and Pooled Group Analysis Graphs [Data process courtesy WINFAP-FEH] 

 
Box 6 

 
 

Fig 6   46 year Time series 

  

 
 

Fig 7  Single-Site L & GL curves 
 

 

 
 

Fig 8  40 yr RP Pooling Group Lengths 

  

 
 

Fig 9 40RP L & LG  FFCurves 
 

 

 
 

Fig 10 80 yr RP Pooling Group Lengths 

  

 
 

Fig 11 80RP L & LG  FFCurves 
 

 

• Figs 6, 8 & 10 are indicative of the data derived and pooled for analysis.  
• Figs 7, 9 & 11 (summarised in Table 1) show L & GL model distributions. Historic-

augment values [viz York & Perth, Macdonald] could introduce the characteristic ceiling of a 
sigmoid distribution between the L & GL curves, and so be worthy of more detailed 
data collection. 



Wellbeing  
 
The Water Framework Directive aspires to ‘Good-Water’ ; the concept of wellbeing implies good 
mental, physical, and economic health. None of these good’s demand argument, however all are 
undermined by water which is out of control in respect of quality and/or quantity.  Whilst the risk 
to physical health from soiled water is significant, documented [Kay et al] and regulated [EU Fresh-water 
Fish & Bathing-water Directives 76/160/EEC etc], recent work on the psychological impact of living under threat 
may be exposing the tip of a larger iceberg [Reacher et al, 2004] . “Findings demonstrate that even 
relatively small, localised flood events may seriously disrupt people’s lives and have a significant impact 

upon their physical but particularly their mental health andwell-being”. [Tapsell 2007].  So, until 
challenged,  the pragmatic insurance threshold  (c. 1.5% risk) could stand also as a benchmark of 

public-well-being, under threat in respect of happiness, health and prosperity as headlined below:- 
 

Box7                                                               Threats to Wellbeing 
 

1. Happiness 

• Stress of living under continual risk 
• Demotivation of authorities and communities alike 

• Contentious dispute of ‘Lateral-Impact’ & civil disobedience 
2. Health 

• Agri-FIO’s scoured by high flows 

• Contaminated sediment 
• Uncontrolled discharges from ‘CSO’s 

3. Prosperity  

• Cost of dispute. In recent months, for the first time ever, flood-impact-dispute has 
travelled to the High Court in search of resolution [PINS Inspectorate Cardiff May2008] 

• Stability of tenure 

• Unsaleable homes become slums 
 

 

Conclusions 
 
Thus the water engineer contributes to the community. Water is only cheap while it is clean. Sadly 
washing water with more water does not make it clean. So in general terms, there remains a 
dilemma; but in particular 
 

• re Sources 
o Local measured data would complement both the ‘historic-augment’ and derived time 

series.  

• Re Statistics 
o Having no critical infrastructure, the subject site of this report is not pragmatically 

affected by extreme high or low flows, rather by management of intermediate 1.5% - 

3% risk. FEH’s rule of thumb is “better to tolerate heterogeneity than to use too few data”  
(heterogeneity being more likely as the pool is extended to take account of extreme 
high flow), but FEH warns “that estimation of Qmed from CD’s is inappropriate in many 
situations”. The General Pareto model applied to a long time-series of the River Perth is 
considered credible [Macdonald 2005] , but for the Severn 800 year set, as yet loose 
historical estimates could undermine confidence. Therefore fittings other than L & GL 
were not considered, and linear L-model-fittings, only, were tabled. In general terms, 
there may be a case for compiling augmented datasets of all catchments with worthy 
historical data so that Dundee’s CBHE data [Black & Law 2004]  & Macdonald’s multi-
method be made available to future study of the Severn-Vyrnwy confluence. “The 
greatest benefit would be through the use of the two methods  [augmented & pooled] in tandem 
allowing analysis on the potential probability estimate differences. Essentially this provides a 
greater degree of reliability to the estimates produced, particularly for rare floods.”  [Macdonald 
et al, 2004] 



o                                       
By way of example, from River Ouse study [GL FFcurve York courtesy Macdonald et al, 2005], 
inclusion of long RP historic floods suggest a ceiling for high magnitude events, and, 
thus perhaps,  attainable attenuation goals. 

 

• Re Hydrology 
o Historic records assign 3–4 % (Q25/Q30) risk to a 460cumec event at Pool Quay. At the 

same risk, analysis of local data suggests a flow some 25% higher (Table 1). Therefore, 
it is not unreasonable to assume good defence (of wellbeing) against a 1.5% (Q75) 
event should be able to handle flows of over 600 cumecs. Duration is, of course, critical 

to a basin which fills, and assuming (for this brief conclusion) an hydrograph crest-
length of 16 hrs (60% 1960 & 130% 1998 [author’s est]), the 140 (600 – 460) currently 

uncontrolled cumecs could be assigned as follows 
� c. 70 cumecs overspill during the 16 hour hydrograph-crest (ie <4.5Mm3 

available basin storage) 

� c. 70 cumecs, ie the remaining balance, to be engineered out by upstream 
attenuation before 2040 

• Re Wellbeing 
o Rigorous application of WFD ‘good’ (thereby linking quantity with quality) will consign 

‘nights worse than the Somme’  to a safe home in history books. 
o Confidence built on derivations from over-worked data is vulnerable, but such study is a 

start. During the 32 years (ie to the next 1.5% event and within six cycles of WFD 
review), 

� local annual data can be harvested.  
� Well sited farmed upstream flow-attenuation could yield both valuable energy 

and filtration (of diffuse pollution).  
� Space within Pool Quay ‘Made-available-for-Water’ [Defra 2003 aspiration], can be 

effectively  controlled, without negative impact on community wellbeing. 
                     

• Re Action. Would that implementation were as simple as hypothesis !!! 
      

 
 
 



Table 2: Filled Rhydesgyn Time-Discharge Series 
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